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Abstract 
Although Database Management Systems (DBMS) enjoy their successes in data modelling 
and management, they are weak in supporting knowledge modelling, user interface and software 
development for general computing and scientific applications. Objectbase is a concept for 
modelling and managing data, knowledge, and software based on the Object-Oriented paradigm. 
Objectbase encompasses three major concepts, namely an Object Model, a Knowledge Model, 
and a Message Net Model. Everything in the objectbase is an object The relations among the 
objects in the objectbase are treated as knowledge. An application is a message net which is a 
network of objects connected with message paths. Complicated systems and applications can 
be built on top of the objectbase in a layered fashion. Application can be a DBMS, an expert 
system, or scientific modelling programs. 
An implementation of the Objectbase with multimedia elements is also presented. 
Multimedia ObjectBase Integrated DeveLopment Environment (MOBILE) is an integrated 
development environment which encompasses all features of the Objectbase. Several interface 
tools are provided for users to define classes, to create objects, to retrieve information, and to 
construct applications. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Information representations and system models have been evolving since the use of 
computers. Beginning with file systems, hierarchical database systems, network database 
systems and then relational database systems, all the evolutions were after the goal of modelling 
the real world more effectively and efficiently. [ 10] The database models provide a very effective 
and efficient data management method particularly in transaction processing applications. [25] 
However, automatic information extraction from stored data is also very important 
Knowledge bases and parallel software supported by fast multi-processors have opened 
up many new application areas. In general, DBMSs are not designed to model knowledge. The 
data are the only knowledge in DBMSs. Although special routines can be written to extract the 
relational information between data, these routines (or methods), which are in fact knowledge 
of the model, are not part of the DBMS. Extraction of these hidden modelling knowledge 
automatically is not possible. 
In software development, DBMSs usually provide a database application development 
environment. Such an environment, however, is not suitable for general computing and scientific 
applications. Moreover, other issues such as distributed computing and parallel processing are 
not transparent in most distributed DBMSs. In addition, the user interface, traditionally designed 
for transaction based applications, has room for improvement. Due to the complexity and the 
integrative nature of advanced systems, a new unified platform for development and management 
of systems encompassing the three fundamental elements: data knowledge, and software, is 
desirable. [10] 
The object oriented (00) approach receives wide supports due to its expressive power 
and the wide applicability spreading across the wide spectrum of computer science and 
engineering. Strong modularity, information hiding and encapsulation are the main advantages 
of the 0 0 approach. [2,10] High-level typing, inheritances and instantiations support data and 
concept abstractions which enables easy conceptualizations, modeling, and minimizes infor-
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mation duplications. Furthermore, message passing and polymorphism of the 0 0 approach 
enhance flexibility. [21]. All these advantages will improve reliability, manageability, 
reusability [17] and maintainability of complex modem hardware and software systems. 
On the other hand to satisfy the ever increasing demands on complex systems, a software 
engineering approach is important. But such a software engineering approach calls for flexible 
CASE tools, reusable modules, graphical and automatic programming techniques, and domain 
specific libraries. 0 0 approaches are also gaining ground here. [4,11,22] The rule-based, the 
frame-based, and the network-based (such as artificial neural networks) knowledge involved in 
hybrid systems can comfortably be encapsulated in objects [16]. In general, an object can be a 
piece of data, knowledge, or software [10] and is the common agent in all the recent researches 
and developments. 
An object management model for system modelling, software development and man-
agement is proposed in this thesis. Such an object management model is called an objectbase. 
The objectbase is built upon three basic concepts, namely an Object Model, a Knowledge 
Model, and a Message Net Model. The Object Model describes the objects. It presents a new 
modelling method called object which is able to encapsulate data, knowledge, software, and 
even non-object based systems. The Knowledge Model represents the knowledge of the object 
modelling. This knowledge is encapsulated in the static relations among the objects. The 
Message Net Model represents the dynamic interactions among objects in applications. Objects 
are connected with message paths to form a network. External messages sent to the network 
trigger the actions of objects and start an application. With other features such as a graphical 
user interface, dialogue interpretation, iconic representations, and distributed process control, 
the objectbase provides a unified platform for development and management of many different 
and complex systems. 
Based on the concept of the objectbase, an implementation of such an objectbase with 
multimedia elements called MOBILE is also presented. MOBILE stands for Multimedia 
ObjectBased Integrated DeveLopment Environment. It is a unified environment for modelling, 
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developing and managing multimedia object-oriented systems, knowledge bases, software 
applications and combined systems. Users of MOBILE can define classes and their relations, 
create instances from classes, and develop applications in an inter-changeable graphical icon or 
textual dialogue mode. Dialogues used for schema definition, information retrieval, and 
application specification are provided. 
In this thesis, chapter 2 describes the details of the objectbase concept The design of 
MOBILE and the implementations are given in the chapters 3 and 4 respectively. A case study 
is presented in the chapter 5. Finally, the conclusion, with a comparison with other systems, 
appraisal and suggestions for further development, are given in the chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 The Objectbase 
2.1 Introduction 
Data, software and knowledge are the sources of the ever growing power of computers 
behind rapidly advancing hardware performances. In order to model and manage these 
elements, the following concepts should be encompassed. 
First of all, an object model in an Object-oriented system is a neat way to encapsulate 
the data and software entities. Secondly the modelling of data and software and the relations 
among objects is a useful way to represent knowledge. Therefore a knowledge model can 
be used to describe the object modelling and the static relations among the objects. Finally, 
a message net model based on a modified petri-net model [20] can be employed to describe 
the dynamic interactions among the objects to specify applications and to provide a 
framework for distributed processing control. From the three models, a novel unified model 




Message-Net Object Knowledge 
Model Model Model 
Figure 2.1. The objectbase model. 
Features available in the objectbase will include an efficient object management 
(comparable to a conventional database management) module, a knowledge extraction 
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processor, and an integrated object oriented software development environment. Compli-
cated systems and applications can be built on top of the objectbase in a layered fashion with 
the help of these features. 
The three elements of the objectbase, the Object Model, the Knowledge Model, and 
the Message Net Model, are explained in sections 2.2,2.3, and 2.4 respectively. Section 2.5 
describes the other elements in the objectbase. A summary of the objectbase concept is 
given in section 2.6. 
2.2 The Concept of Object Modelling 
In an object-oriented approach, everything can be modelled as objects. Therefore, 
objects are the only kind of entities in the object model. Data, software or a combination of 
data and software are all encapsulated within individual objects maintained and manipulated 
in the objectbase. The objectbase differs from many other object-oriented database man-
agement system (OODB) [3,6 7 23, 28] in which only the data objects are encapsulated in 
the OODBs. 
There are two types of objects in the objectbase, classes and instances. A class is a 
model which describes the common properties (attributes) and behaviour (methods) of a 
collection of instances. On the other hand, individual data, software, knowledge or a 
combination of them is encapsuated in instances according to the definition of the class. 
Users define their classes for different applications. 
Primitive data types like integer, string, boolean, real, etc., are provided as system 
defined classes in the objectbase. These classes are the basic data types and called types. 
Consequently, values are simply instances of types. For example, 1 is just an instance of 
integer. Basic operations on these values such as addition and subtraction for integer and 
real’ logical operations for boolean, string comparison for string, etc,, can be regarded as 
methods of these classes in the objectbase. Appendix I gives these operations. 
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Users define their classes which are called models. The models are defined with 
types and other defined models. The corresponding instances of these models are called 
data although they may be software, methods and knowledge as well as simple data. In 
other object-oriented database management systems, [3 6 7 23,28] models are static data 
types only. Here, the object concept has been extended to the model which is not only simply 
a static data type but also a class encapsulating the knowledge of modelling the data (in-
stances of models) with attributes and methods. Table 2.1 shows the classifications of types, 
models values, and data. 
Objects Primitive User-defined 
Class Type Model 
Instance Value Data 
Table 2.1. Classification of type, model, value and data. 
Figure 2.2 shows an example of two models called Person and Car with their instances. 
The definition of a model consists of its reference (name), the attributes, and the methods 
(say, growO which increments the age by one). An attribute has a name and is simply a 
type or a model, which is a class. (For example, id no, in figure 2.2 is the name of an 
attribute of model Person and it is of type string. Therefore, id no is a class.) A method 
is part of the object definition. It can be a message net for complex object or just a piece 
of code for simple (basic) object. The details of message nets will be given in section 2,4. 
On the other hand, my_car and John are instances of Car and Person respectively. 
These instances contain the values according to the class definitions. Each class may have 
many instances. But each instance can only instantiated from one class which defines the 




John my_car Car Person 
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Class: Car Car 
’ 'AB1234' string registration ,, 
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Figure 2.2. Classes and instances. 
A system defined class root is provided as the superclass of all types and models. And 
methods are provided in the root to manipulate the properties of values and data. These 
methods include modifying and retrieving the values of the attributes in an instance (value 
or data). 
Since all the classes in the objectbase are also objects, methods should be included for 
these class objects to respond to messages. In some cases, messages must be sent to a class 
such as to create a new instance, or to retrieve all instances in a class. To create a new 
instance, one cannot find an instance to receive the message. To retrieve all instances in a 
class, sending the message to a class object is more appropriate than to an instance. Therefore, 
an abstract class called metaclass is required. The metaclass in objectbase is similar to the 
class of all class objects in Smalltalk. [18 8] And all the class objects are regarded as 
instances of the metaclass. 
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System defined methods to manipulate the classes are provided in the metaclass. As 
a result, messages for creating an instance or retrieving all instances of a class can be sent 
to the class objects and the appropriate actions can be taken by the classes. These methods 
in the metaclass are class methods while methods provided in the root class and defined by 
the users in the different models are instance methods. 
Another system defined class called list is also provided in the objectbase. It contains 
a list of references to objects, classes and instances. Two methods init and iterate are defined 
for the list. When a list receives an init message, it resets a current pointer to the first reference 
in the list. If an iterate message is received, a list returns the current pointer and advances 
the current pointer to the next reference in the list. Through the reference, messages can be 
sent to all objects in the list one at a time. Implementation of the list are detailed in section 
4.2.1. 
• In section 2.6, all system provided classes and their class are summarized in a tree 
hierarchy. Appendix II shows all the names of the system defined classes and their instances 
with a table. All the class methods and system defined instance methods are given in the 
Appendix in. 
Static relations among objects are a form of knowledge. Dynamic interactions among 
interconnected network of objects is suitable for distributed processing. These are the two 
concepts of the Knowledge Model and the Message Net Model detailed in sections 2.3 and 
2.4 respectively. 
2.3 The Knowledge of Object Modelling 
The Knowledge Model describes the knowledge concerning the relations among 
objects in the objectbase. This is quite different from other knowledge models such as the 
G-net model [5] which models general knowledge. Most object-oriented database man-
agement systems [3 6 7 23 28] use these object relations for data retrieval. In objectbase, 
one object can relate to another object transitively in five ways: modelling, membership, 
inheritance, aggregation, and inclusion. These relations are tabulated as in table 2.2. 
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From \ To Class Instance 
Class Inheritance and Modelling 
aggregation 
Instance Membership Inclusion 
Table 2.2. Relations between classes and instances. 
Because a class models a collection of instances, the relation of a class to an instance 
is modelling (typing) which reflects the structure of the instances in the objectbase. On the 
other hand, the relation of an instance to a class is regarded as the membership relation. It 
describes the membership of the instance. For example, in figure 2.2, person is the model 
of John, while John is a member of person. 
Since most object-oriented database management systems [3 6 7 23,28] deal mainly 
with data (instances), the membership relation is usually implied in the operations, i.e. one 
specifies all the data of a model by specifying the model. However, the modelling relation 
is shielded from the users so that one cannot enquire about the modelling details of an instance, 
except GemStone Object Database Management System [3] which is able to return the name 
of the model. Unfortunately, other information in the model cannot be extracted. 
The inheritance and aggregation relations exist between a class and other classes. In 
the object-oriented concept, one class can inherit properties from another class. The class 
whose properties are inherited by the others is called the superclass while the class which 
inherits properties from the others is called the subclass. Properties of a subclass will include 
those defined in the superclass as well as those defined in the subclass. The superclass 
usually defines the generalization of a data model while the subclass describes the specialities. 
Multiple inheritance enables a class to be inherited from two or more different classes. One 
class can also be related to another by aggregation. Because a model is an abstract data 
type, it can be used in defining an attribute. This relates two models and the relation is 





Attributes Class dat DateOfBirth | Department 1 
Methods string sex j ing name | 
‘ ― S t r i n g id^no . 
i $tnng address I 
^ Inheritance hierarchy Department dept _I introduction | 
Aggregation hierarchy transfenDepanment) | move(stnng) j 
I 
Staff Student [ 
string staffjd string studentjd \ 
string room^no integer year j 
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Figure 2.3. Class inheritance and aggregation. 
Figure 2.3 shows a university schema. It will be used to demonstrate different examples 
throughout the thesis. In figure 2.3, arrows with solid line are used to indicate the inheritance 
relations among different classes in a schema. For example, S t a f f a n d Student are subclasses 
of Person; Postgrad and Undergrd are subclasses of Student, etc. Because of inheritance, 
Postgrad will consist of attributes and methods defined in Student and Person. On the 
other hand aggregation relations are represented by arrows with dotted line. One of the 
attribute in Person is dept. It is of type Department which is a model in the schema, i.e. 
dept is a Department, Therefore, Person relates to Department by aggregation. 
The inheritance relation simplifies the modelling of a complete schema. With the 
aggregation, the JOIN operation in relational database model is no longer necessary. For 
these reasons, all object-oriented database management systems include these relations in 
data modelling and retrieval. 
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Directly resulted from the aggregation relation among classes, an instance can therefore 
consist of another instance. For example, if John is an instance of model S t a f f ' m figure 2.3, 
John will have the values corresponding to the attributes defined by the model S t a f f such 
as the name "John", the staff Jd "88762039", and the dept Computer Science which is an 
instance of model Department, etc. This gives the relation between two instances called 
inclusion. This relation is useful for data maintenance and queries in object-oriented data-
bases. Hence, only a single copy of each instance shared by a group of other instances is 
required in the database. By searching into the included instance, required information can 
be retrieved. 
These relations and the definition of a model i.e. the attributes of a model, are valuable 
knowledge. In all object-oriented database management systems, this knowledge is useful 
for data modelling and queries. However, because of their attention to the data, not all of 
this knowledge is used in applications. In the objectbase, this knowledge is all encapsulated 
in the models (class objects). In order to retrieve this knowledge, class methods are required. 
Extractions are system provided class methods in the objectbase which extract 
knowledge of modelling among models. These methods support the Object Query Language 
for information retrieval from the objectbase. Details of the Object Query Language will 
be given in section 3.6.2. There may be more than one way to extract knowledge of a relation. 
The language primitives subcls, supercls, is subcls_of, and is_supercls_of are extractions 
methods for class objects which retrieve the knowledge of inheritance relation. A model 
receives the message, Subcls, and returns all of its subclasses. Message, Supercls, triggers 
a model to return all of its superclasses. The knowledge on whether a model is a subclass 
of another one can be extracted by method is subcls of. Similarly, method is supercls of 
extracts the knowledge on whether a model is a superclass of another class. For example, 
the model Person, having received a message, subcls, returns the models Staff, Student, 
Teaching, and Nonteach. There are other extractions for different knowledge of relations 
in the objectbase. These methods can be found in the Appendix HI. 
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Instance methods are provided in a system defined class, root. This system defined 
class is the superclass of all user defined classes, i.e. models. As a result information retrieval 
from as well as assignment to an instance of user defined class can be achieved by these 
methods. Through the use of class methods and instance methods, users can access to the 
knowledge of data modelling in classes as well as properties of the instances in the objectbase. 
All the class methods and system defined instance methods are given in Appendix IE. 
2.4 The Message Net for Distributed Computing 
A message net represents an application and is a class in the objectbase. (For con-
venience, we use message net and application interchangeably.) A message net describes 
the dynamic interactions among objects for a group of similar tasks. An application does 
not necessarily imply a complicated task. It can be as simple as an addition of two values. 
An object called operation is provided for execution of applications. An operation is simply 
an instance of the message manager which is a system class provided for executing appli-
cations. An operation collects the messages from other objects, generates the messages if 
necessary, and distributes the message to the appropriate objects in a message net to start 
the action. Thus, a message net describes how an action happens, while an operation starts 
the action. 
A message net is a modified Petri net [20] which consists of class objects, instances 
or other message nets, and message paths. During the execution, messages, either externally 
triggered or internally generated, travel along the paths to different objects. A message is 
similar to but not exactly the same as a token in a Petri net because a message may include 
the reference to an object which may be a class such as a type, a model, or an instance such 
as a value or a datum. An object corresponds to but not the same as a place in a Petri net. 
Having received the messages from other objects, together with the message generated by 
the operation, an object starts the actions. 
In each object, there are input and output ports, which are interfaces to other objects. 
Through the input and output ports, the messages are received and sent out respectively. 
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These input and output ports correspond to the transitions in Petri net. Figure 2.4 shows 
an example of a message net called Findjstudent which finds the students having the property 
that the attribute value is as specified by interrogating all the Student instances to check their 
specified attribute values. 
(studenUinstance) 
— ^ r n 
•Ob/0CU fffate tfi/p/fcate dup/fcato 
( —— 1——^  ~~ -f 
I ~ I metacla^ Student Student Student —' 
I [_jc j [w ~ I—«4/c 
start 
‘―-f I - - f 
Student type* 
n / n/2 n ic 
(student:attr) (value) start 
initialization port message generated by the message manager 
—port ] class [ message ] 
message path iiicooai/e? 
IC " " " " \ J 
I I class name 
input control port 
Figure 2.4. Message net Find student. 
A message net is constructed with defined classes and message paths. A message net 
is only a definition. To execute a message net, an instance of the message net is created 
by the objectbase. This instance of a message net includes the instances of the classes 
defined in the message net. Messages are sent to the objects included in the instance of the 
message net to start actions. 
Each rectangle in the message net is a class as named. Since a class is also an object 
which can receive messages during the execution of a message net, the metaclass is used 
to represent the class in constructing the message net. The metaclass is distinguished from 
other classes by a rectangle with dotted line. 
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There are several features in a message net. Firstly, once a message net is defined, 
its symbol can be used in constructing other applications. Figure 2.5a gives the symbol of 
the message net FindjstudenL Figure 2.5b and figure 2.5c are two example message nets 
constructed with Find student. 
Secondly, an initialization port is provided for each object in constructing a message 
net. In most cases, which object is to receive a message cannot be determined during the 
construction of an application. This initialization port provides a means to defer the object 
specification to the execution time. The message arrived at this initialization port initializes 
an object which receives the messages during the execution. The operation generates one 
message as defined during the construction of the message net, if triggered. The object 
gathers with other messages received from other input ports and starts the action. 
For example, in figure 2.4, the object in the left bottom comer is an instance of Student 
or its subclasses. (The'*' denotes the instance can be of its subclasses.) Because this instance 
cannot be determined during the construction of the message net, the instance will be 
initialized in execution. The operation, an instance of the message manager, monitors the 
situation and generates the message get_value to the instance once the instance has been 
initialized. The instance, having received the message get value and an attribute from 
another input port, will return a message which consists of a reference to the corresponding 
attribute value and send the message out through its output port. For most instances of 
message nets, initialization is not required (as for Find student in figure 2.5). During the 
execution, the operation simply generates an action message to trigger the instance of the 
message net and starts the actions. 
Thirdly, the safeguarding of compatibility of messages is imposed by the input ports 
of each object when message path is connected. For example, in Fig.7(a), when the message 
containing the string "studentjd" is connected to II of the instance object Findjstudenu II 
will check if "studentjd" is a valid attribute of the model student. Since it is correct, the 
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(a) Symbol used for the message net Find student. 
action 
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(c) Message net to get the student J d of student whose name = (value) 
Figure 2.5. Applications built with Find student application. 
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the connection will not be made because it is not an attribute of the student class. If a 
connection is to be made from an output port at which the message type is not known yet 
connection will be allowed but a warning will be given. 
Fourthly, before a message arrives at an input port, the input port is empty. An action 
of an object is enabled only if all the connected input ports are filled with messages, i.e. 
full, including the initialization port. In any other cases, the action is disabled and the object 
waits for the messages coming to all of its input ports. 
There exists another special input port in each object called input control (IC). A 
TRUE message appeared at the IC allows the action while a FALSE message disallows the 
action. Table 2.3 shows this control. 
Messages at IC TRUE FALSE Empty 
action of object Allowed Disallowed Waits 
Table 2.3. Actions controlled by input control (IC). 
Whenever an action of an object is enabled, all the messages received by the object 
will be taken and all the input ports (including IC and the initialization port) will be cleared 
and return to empty state. However, the action is fired only if it is enabled and allowed. In 
the case that an action is enabled but disallowed, the object simply takes all the messages 
and clears all the input ports. Table 2.4 summarizes the situations. 
Allowed Disallowed 
Action enabled Action fired, Input messages cleared, no 
input messages cleared other action 
Table 2.4. Actions initiated by an object in different situations. 
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The IC can be ignored without any connection. In such a case, the action is allowed 
constantly and will be fired whenever it is enabled. Similarly, an output control, OC, exists 
in each object which controls the messages output from the object. 
One can easily see that message net supports polymorphism that same messages sent 
to different objects may have different results. The concurrent processing and distributed 
processing can also be made transparent to the users. Because each object is independent 
in a message net, be its action processed locally or in a remote processor does not make any 
difference. Although how messages and actions are distributed is an subject for further 
study, the initial design shows that it is feasible. 
2.5 Features provided by the objectbase 
The objectbase also includes features for user-friendliness, efficient and effective 
controls in object definition and manipulation, and distributed processing control. 
The graphical user interface is a popular and useful means for human computer 
interactions but direct specification in the form of dialogues has not been neglected. Although 
icons, menus, and other windowing objects do help the users, especially for those who are 
new to the system, the efficiency decreases because of the extra effort on displaying the 
windowing objects. On the other hand, dialogue communication between human and 
computer requires both semantically and syntactically correct entries. This is difficult for 
most novice users. However, as a user gets familiar with the dialogue and errors are less 
frequently made, a dialogue interface may be more direct and efficient. To take the full 
advantages of the two interface methods, the objectbase provides an environment which 
accepts both interface methods for different levels of users. 
There are three types of dialogues, the schema definition dialogue, the object query 
dialogue, and the message net specification dialogue. 
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The Schema Definition Language allows users to define models and the inheritance 
and aggregation relations between these models within a schema. In the graphical envi-
ronment, the graphical representation of the schema can be displayed. Users are also allowed 
to define the schema in the graphical environment using windowing objects. 
Object Query Language (OQL) [12] used in objectbase is completely different from 
other query languages used in the object-oriented database management systems in which 
modified versions of SQL are usually used. SQL used in relational database systems works 
well for specifying relations between data. However, due to the complicated relations among 
classes and instances, it is inadequate in OODBMS. As a result, most of the OODBMSs 
extend the power of SQL so that queries can be applied to the aggregation and inheritance 
hierarchy of objects. Unfortunately, other knowledge of relations cannot be retrieved by 
extended SQL. A new object query language is thus required. The primary interest of such 
a language is the objects and their relations, so that not only the data are retrieved, but the 
models can be examined as well. 
OQL is built with the extraction methods mentioned in section 2.3. The actions behind 
object query commands are message nets. Figures. 2.4, and 2.5 can be regarded as supporting 
message nets for OQL. Developers can also use the extraction methods to retrieve infor-
mation at the run-time. 
The Message Net Specification language is used for application constructions as 
mentioned in section 2.4. This is part of the features provided in the integrated environment 
so that a message net can be constructed by specification as well as graphically. 
The objectbase should also have the ability to encapsulate other non-object based 
systems as objects. These non-object based systems include executable codes, system 
software libraries, and external knowledge bases, etc. This encapsulation ability will increase 
the reusability of existing systems and software. Moreover, interfaces for distributing 
environment should also be included to have a unified control and make distributed com-
puting transparent. 
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System predefined objects and methods are provided. These include the type classes 
(i.e. integer, string, etc.) and their basic operations (Appendix I), a metaclass with knowledge 
extraction methods (Appendix IE) used by all user defined classes, a root class with defined 
attribute manipulation methods for inheritance by all user defined classes, and the list class 
with its methods. Other objects used in developing the objectbase will also be made available 
to the users. For example, the windowing objects in building the integrated environment 
within the objectbase will become system predefined objects. This helps users to build their 
applications, thus, a further extension of the reusability. 
The objectbase is a layered concept of integrated environment for data, knowledge and 
software engineering. On top of the foundation layer, system layers such as an OODBMS 
or an expert system shell can be built followed by more and more specific application layers. 
All the objects are easily stored, managed and reused. Most important of all, data, software 
and knowledge objects are managed as DATA, thus achieving the goal of providing a unified 
environment for the three types of engineering elements required by modem integrated 
system development. 
2.6 Summary 
The objectbase is founded on three sub-models, the Object Model, the Knowledge 
Model, and the Message Net Model. The Object Model presents a new modelling method 
so that data, software, and knowledge can be encapsulated into an entity called object. The 
concept of metaclass allows the classes to be manipulated and managed as instances in a 
unified fashion. 
The Knowledge Model represents the knowledge of the object modelling. Some class 
and instance methods are provided in the use in message net for information extraction from 
the objectbase. These information include the relations among classes and instances as well 
as attributes of instances. 
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The Message Net Model describes the dynamic interactions among objects. User 
applications are simply networks of connected objects by message paths. Because of the 
nature of information hiding in the objects, distributed processing and concurrent processing 
can be made transparent to the users. With the other features, the objectbase provides an 
integrated platform for development and management of data, software, knowledge, and 
distributed systems in a layered fashion. 
Different names are given to different classes and instances in the objectbase. Figure 
2.6 depicts these objects in a tree hierarchy. In Appendix 11, a more detailed explanation of 
each object is given. 
Objects 
class Instance 
system user data operation value 
defined defined • • • 
list type root message model messge I j j 
\ manager \ net I I 
: 
Integer string real boolean date 
„ , , • J class ^ Instance 
time sound video classfleld 
superclass ^ subclass 
Figure 2.6. Objects in the objectbase. 
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Chapter 3 MOBILE 
3.1 Introduction 
Multimedia Object-Based Integrated DeveLopment Environment (MOBILE) is an 
implementation of the objectbase concept. Users of MOBILE are allowed to define classes 
and their relations, create instances from classes, and program applications in an integrated 
environment with graphical and textual dialogue user interfaces. Existing non-object based 
data, software and knowledge systems can also be integrated into MOBILE through various 
system or user defined interface objects. 
Section 3.2 gives the functional structure of MOBILE with brief information on each 
functional block. The main modules in MOBILE, Schema Constructor, Instance Editor, 
Application Constructor, and Query processor are detailed in sections 3.3, 3.4 3.5, and 3.6 
respectively. Section 3.7 describes other modules and features in MOBILE. A summary is 
given in Section 3.8. 
3.2 System Design 
Figure 3.1 shows the overall organization of MOBILE. All units in the system are 
implemented as objects. Communications between different units are performed by message 
passing. The functions of these units are implied by their names. 
In an object-oriented database system, a schema consists of several classes. Each class 
structure definition is equivalent to the tuple definition in a relational database system.[l] 
Relations among classes can form two different types of hierarchies the inheritance hierarchy 
and the aggregation hierarchy as delineated in chapter 2. The inheritance hierarchy itself 
describes the relation of inheritance among classes. Within each class, the attributes, the 
composite relation (aggregation) to other classes, and the methods are described. These 
represent the status and the behaviour of the instances in the classes. The status is described 
by the values of the attributes in individual instances. The behaviour is described by a set 
of methods which responds to some specific messages and consequently modify the attribute 
values of the instances and/or generate new messages to other objects. 
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Figure 3.1 Functional structure of MOBILE. 
The Control Manager is the central control unit. It processes the commands and 
requests from different objects and generates messages. The messages are then redirected 
to different modules, and through the Schema Manager or Query Processor, they are 
eventually delivered to the appropriate objects for actions. 
The Object Store provides the necessary support for modelling and management of 
objects. These include the effective means for object storage and retrieval. The Schema 
Manager is the interface to the Object Store and provides the knowledge of the object 
modelling and relations to the Query Processor and the Control Manager. 
The Schema Constructor is an interface tool for users to define a schema. Different 
classes, attributes and methods within these classes, and relations among classes can all be 
defined using this tool. On the other hand. Instance Editor is the interface tool for creating 
and editing instances of these classes according to the specifications in the classes. 
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Several default methods are provided for each class through inheritance from the 
system classes. These include the value assignment and retrieval of each attribute. Users 
can use these methods with simple arithmetic and logical operations to define more complex 
methods for individual classes. List of these methods and basic operations are given in 
Appendix I and II. 
The Query Processor handles the query commands. Information of the queried objects 
will be passed to the Schema Manager which is also responsible for validating the requests 
and supplying the objects. The Inference Engine provides inference power required by the 
Query Processor and applications with knowledge bases. [16 27] 
The Application Constructor provides a graphical environment for icon programming. 
Users place the icons in a working area and connect the icons with edges. Each icon represents 
a particular application, either system or user defined. The edges are the message paths 
among these applications. The connected network of icons represent a new application and 
can be executed in MOBILE. Details of the Application Construction will be given in section 
3.5. 
The Interaction Manager manages the interface provided for the end users interactions. 
These include the control of presentation process of multimedia data and other interactions 
for an application. 
The communication with existing non-object based databases is the responsibility of 
the External Interface Manager. It is also the interface with the external knowledge bases, 
and the non-object based system software libraries. 
3.3 The Schema Constructor 
The Schema Constructor is an interface tool for schema definitions. An underlying 
schema definition language in MOBILE also supports the definition of user classes. In the 
environment of Schema Constructor, users can choose either to enter the definitions of the 
schemas using the schema definition language directly or to invoke the graphical interface 
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to define the schemas. Predefined data types used in MOBILE include integer, string, 
boolean, date, time, sound, video and classfield (for pointing to the related classes in 
aggregation relation). 
The university schema presented in figure 2.3 of section 2.3 is defined using the schema 
constructor in MOBILE and its construction process is presented in figure 3.2. The schema 
consists of classes Person, Department, Staff, Student, Teaching, Nonteach, Postgrad, and 
Undergrd. 
In figure 3.2 the layout of the Schema Constructor is shown. The command box allows 
the users to enter commands directly. Alternatively, users can use the pull-down menus with 
the graphical interface to issue schema definition commands. The syntax of schema defi-
nition commands in BNF is given in Appendix IV. 
Class Constructor - UNIV I 
Schema File Class Edit 
Command 
jh 
Univ Person Staff Teaching 
Nonteach 
~ Department ” Student 
L h Postgrad "] 1 Undergrd | 
^ • • • • • • • • • • • • • E E E S E E S S B I i m i H I H I l 
Field Parent Method 
Fields „ . . . . . 
Type Name Parents Method 




OK \ Cancel ] 
Figure 3.2. The university schema defined in the Schema Constructor. 
As mentioned above properties of a class include both the status (attributes) and 
behaviour (methods) of the instances in the class. Using the schema definition commands, 
attributes can be defined together with the classes. A method must be defined after the class 
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structure is created because a method describes the behaviour of the object and can change 
the attribute values. In addition, a method can be represented by a message net. A graphical 
environment similar to the Application Constructor will be displayed for such a definition. 
Details of how a message net is defined are described in section 3.5, Application Constructor. 
The schema definition language is designed such that great flexibility is provided for 
the users to define the details of a class structure and its inheritance relations with other 
classes. The key words "new class" are used to create a new class instance. The attribute 
list of a class is indicated by a key word "fields" while the key word "parents" signifies a 
list of superclass names being followed. Uses of "fields" and "parents" are purely arbitrary 
by the users in creating a new class as shown in the following examples: 
new class Person. 
new class Department; fields: string name, string address, boolean dummy, vMc,:: 
introduction. 
new class Student; parents: Person. 
new class UnderGrd; fields: classfield:Department minor. 
The above commands create four classes, Person, Department, Student, and Undergrd 
Attributes of Person are not defined as for classes Department and Undergrd. Once a class 
structure is defined, attributes can be modified easily as illustrated below: 
Person add fields: string name, date DateOfBirth, string sex, string id_no, string 
address, classfield:Department dept 
Department delete field: dummy 
Student add fields: string studentjd, integer year, boolean on—campus, real gpa 
Parents (superclasses) can be added to or deleted from an existing class. This allows 
the users to modify the inheritance relations among different classes. In the above exampk 
the parent of the class Student is given when it is defined. In other cases, the parents ai:c not 
defined. Adding a parent to the undergrd class is shown below: 
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Undergrd add parents: Student 
To define a method, one has to use the key word new method. For example, to define 
the transfer method in Person, one uses: 
Person new method transfer 
After the command is entered, a graphical environment similar to that of the Application 
Constructor will be displayed for defining a method. To modify an existing method, modify 
method command can be used. Details of the Application Constructor are given in section 
3.5. 
3.4 The Instance Editor 
Instance Editor is a tool for users to manipulate the instances of different user-defined 
classes interactively. These instances can be created deleted, or modify in the environment 
provided in the Instance Editor. 
Select Edit 
Field - Type research e - String 
[ 7 1 [[Objectbase “ 
Q 
Objectbase Teaching:2 MPhil 89093284 2 FALSE — 
Neural NetworkTeaching:1 MPhil 90876569 1 TRUE 
T 
-“—1 
Figure 3.3. The Instance Editor. 
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Figure 3.3 shows the layout of the Instance Editor. It allows the users to enter data for 
individual attributes. The attribute values are displayed as a spreadsheet format. Each row 
represents an instance. The column represents an attribute in the class. In the figure 3.3, 
only six attributes are shown because of the width of the screen. Other attribute values can 
be viewed by using the scrollbar control. The instances of class Postgrad are under editing. 
In figure 3.3 the first column is the values of research title. The value is a string 
value. The second column is the values of supervisor which is of type Teaching. The values 
of this attribute are instances of the class Teaching. Therefore, "Teaching:2" indicates this 
is the second instance (2 is the instance ID) in Teaching class. The third column displays 
the values of the attribute programme which is of type string. The three attributes, 
research title, supervisor, and programme, are defined in the class Postgrad. Other 
attributes are inherited from the classes Student and Person. The fourth to sixth columns 
are the attributes student id, year, and on campm. They are of types string integer, and 
boolean respectively, and are attributes defined in class Student, 
Users can use the mouse device to click on a particular cell to select the cell. When a 
cell is selected, the border of the cell will be highlighted as in figure 3.3 the cell in first 
column and first row. On the panel above the form area, the name and type of the attribute 
will be displayed. Also, if the type of the attribute is integer, string, real, boolean, or 
classfield, the value of the attribute is displayed on the message box for editing. For other 
attribute types, selection of the attribute value requires double click on the cell. And a 
separate window will be displayed for editing the values. This is because types date, time, 
sound, and video consist of more then one value. For example, a date value is of format 
dd/rara/yy. It actually consists of three integer values representing the day, month, and the 
year of the date. 
The Select menu allows the users to select classes in different schemas for editing. 
The Edit menu allows users to instantiate a new instance or delete an existing instance. 
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3.5 The Application Constructor 
Building an application in MOBILE can be divided into three phases, class definition, 
instance creation and application construction. The class definition phase involves the 
definition of the schemas using the Schema Constructor. User defined instances can be 
created using the interactive Instance Editor. Alternatively, application can be constructed 
based on the classes defined to create instances during the execution. After these objects 
(classes and instances) are created, applications to manipulate these objects can be built. 
Application construction is the process of connecting objects by message paths. Icons 
are provided in a graphical environment to assist the programmers. Alternatively, an 
application can also be defined by a series of dialogues. 
In the graphical environment, all objects are represented by icons. Applications are 
built by selecting the appropriate icons and placing them in the working area so that it can 
be connected to form a logical network. Some of the objects provide program flow control. 
Others are for knowledge extractions and data manipulations such as displaying or setting 
the value of a field in an instance. 
Figure 3.4 shows an simple example constructed in the graphical environment of the 
Application Constructor. It adds two integer numbers entered from the input terminal and 
displays the result on the output terminal. 
Figure 3.4 also shows the layout of the graphical environment of the Application 
Constructor. All system defined basic operations and objects are presented as icons on the 
left of the screen. Users pick up the required icons and place them in the working area [15]. 
Edges are then added to link up all the objects in the working area. The result is a network 
of connected objects which represents an application and is called a Message Net. The 
logical flow controls used in the procedure programming languages can be formed with the 
different logic operators. These include while, case, if etc. How these are achieved are 
presented in Appendix V. 
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Figure 3.4. Using Application Constructor to build a simple application. 
Once an application object is defined, it will be treated like any other objects in the 
system. Users can use existing applications to build an even larger application. Users can 
activate any application object within MOBILE. Of course, high level objects can be linked 
logically as in figure 3.4 to form complex applications. The application constructor thus 
enables MOBILE to become a powerful case environment, if we have the appropriate object 
libraries. In chapter 5 a case study on a real application will be given. 
The defined message net is saved in a format which contains the information of the 
nodes and the edges in the working area. These include the types of applications used, (both 
system defined and user defined) the graphical layout of the application in the working area, 
and the message paths among the applications. Users can, in fact, define an application 
following the same format. 
An textual input environment for defining an application has also been designed. Real 
time conversion between the graphical representation and the dialogue representation of a 
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Figure 3.5. User interfaces to build applications. 
message net as in figure 3.5 is possible. But due to the size of the project, the textual input 
environment and the real-time conversion between the dialogue and the graphical repre-
sentation have not been implemented yet. 
3.6 The Query Processor 
A query is an extraction of information in a system and hence information processing 
is required. Therefore, a query is regarded as an application in MOBILE. Directly supported 
by the different built-in information extraction classes, a special module called the Query 
Processor is provided which concerns mainly on the information extraction within a 
user-defined schema. 
In section 3.6.1, the environment provided for interactive queries is described. The 
object query language is detailed in section 3.6.2, Details of query processing is given in 
section 3.6.3. Finally, section 3.6.4 describes the relations between queries and applications. 
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3.6.1 The query processor tools 
A windowing interface is provided with the Query Processor. Pull-down menus 
are provided to assist the user queries. The query results can be viewed consequently in 
the display window provided. A dialogue processor is also included in the module. 
Experienced users can issue the query commands (in section 3.6.2) directly. The layout 
of the Query Processor is given in figure 3.6. 
Query View Command 
Command: student*objects| 
Results are instances. 
28394758 0 FALSE 2.5000 Hendry 1 / I / 1 9 £ " 1 
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Department -! 90473628 1 FALSE 2.8000 Daniel | 
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Department ! 89736487 2 TRUE 2.9500 Eve | 
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I . . I . 
Figure 3.6. The Query Processor. 
Similar to the interface of Instance Editor, the resulting instances of a query is 
presented in a spreadsheet format with rows representing instance and columns repre-
senting attributes. Users can select any cell by moving the mouse device to the cell and 
click the mouse button. The type and name of the attribute will be displayed on the panel. 
Users can use the scrollbars to view other attributes and instances outside the display 
area. 
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Query commands can be entered in the command box. These commands will be 
detailed in the section 3.6.2. Alternatively, the Command menu can be used to enter 
the query commands. 
The Query menu allows the users to select different schema for queries. Result 
of a query can be class objects, instances and simple values. The View menu allows the 
users to view the immediate result by clearing the panel and the display area. Display 
format for the instances is shown in figure 3.6. If the result is a simple value, it will be 
display on the panel upon a request If the results are class objects, upon a request, the 
name of the classes will be displayed on the first row of the display area. Users can select 
any class by selecting the cell containing the name of the class. Detail definition of the 
class can then be viewed by selecting the View class item in the View menu. 
3.6.2 The query language 
The query dialogue is carried out through an Object Query Language (OQL) defined 
for objectbase. It is designed to allow queries on both classes and instances. In return, 
different forms of information or knowledge of the relations among the objects can be 
found, which include classes instances, values, data types and names of their attributes. 
Based on the relations stated in table 2.2 (chapter 2), several types of information 
or knowledge can be obtained directly from a class object query. These are the super-
classes and subclasses of the queried class, the instances of the queried class and that of 
its subclasses, and types and names of the attributes in the class. 
The syntax to obtain the data objects are as follows: 
{ [<dassname>] objects <logic_expr> } 
{ [<dassname>] * objects clogic expr> } 
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The syntax { } pair is used to indicate a query. The queried class is specified by 
<classnaine>. The key word "objects" specifies that instances of this class is of interest 
while ••*•• forces the query to apply to all subclasses. The <logic_expr> indicates the 
query conditions. 
Let us go back to the example schema shown in figure 2.3, to find a student whose 
studentJd is "90881234", we can use the following query command: 
{Student * objects student—id == "90881234"} 
In the above example, Student is the destination field. The second field asks for 
an instance in the specified class(es) with its student J d being "90881234''. In this case, 
because of is specified, the query should also be applied to all the subclasses of 
Student, The query finishes by sending a message to the appropriate objects. The message 
contains a reference to the student instance, or to a null object if no such student exists 
in the objectbase. 
OQL also supports the co-relation specifications. For example: 
{Student * objects dept.name == "Computer Science") 
will return all the students in the department of Computer Science. The inclusion relation 
between two instances allows such notations. And the result is a reference to a list of 
Student instances. 
To get the superclasses or subclasses, one should follow the syntax given below: 
{ [<dassname>] sub els <conditioiis> } 
{ [<classname>] super els <con(litions> } 
By specifying the keywords "sub ds" and "super els" with conditions one 
can obtain the required class objects. For example, the following query command finds 
out the Postgrad class: 
{Student sub els consistof research title} 
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Without the expression "comistof research Jitle", the query should find two 
classes, Postgrad and Undergrd. However by specifying the condition that the class 
returned should consist of a field named "researchjtitle", only the Postgrad class is 
returned. 
OQL allows queries to get the type and name of an attribute in a class. These types 
of queries extract the knowledge of modeling and is not available in SQL. The syntax 
are as follows: 
{[<classname>] nth attr INUMBER } 
{[<classname>] all attr } 
{ [<dassname>] type <attr_name> } 
The first two queries return the name(s) of the attribute(s) specified. The last query 
will give the data type of the named attribute. Following the last query for Postgrad 




The first example returns the name "researchjitle" which is the first attribute in 
the Postgrad class. The second example returns the data type string which is a primitive 
type in MOBILE. In MOBILE all the data class objects defined by users are also taken 
as a data type, therefore, the last example will return the class object Teaching, 
OQL also enables nested queries. For example, the <dassname> in the syntax 
can be replaced by any other queries for a class object. An example is shown below: 
{ {Postgrad type supervisor) superjcls ) 
The inner part of the query returns the Teaching class as mentioned earlier. The Teaching 
class is then taken as the queried object and its superclass objects are then requested. 
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Some of the logical tests to certain conditions in a class object are available in 
OQL. These tests include the testing of existence of an attribute, and whether the queried 
class being a superclass or subclass of another class. Their syntax are as follows: 
{[<classname>] exist <attr name> } 
{ [<classname>] is <classname> } 
{[<classname>] is sub_cls of <classname> } 
{ [<classname>] is_super_ds_of <dassname> } 
The result from the above queries are logical true or false. For example, 
{ Postgrad is_super_cls_pf Student} 
will Tttam false, while true will be given for the following query: 
{ Undergrd exist year } 
The example: 
{is Postgrad) 
interrogates the current class object to see if it is a postgraduate class object. In an 
interactive environment, this may not be valuable. However, it enables a programmer 
to design applications based on a run-time query results. 
Data values can be obtained from queries on data objects by giving the attribute 
names as follows: 
{[ object id>] <attr_name>} 
The object id> can be replaced by any other query that returns an instance or 
omitted which implies the current instance. This is similar to a query in relational model. 
For example: 
{ (Student * objects student id "90881234") name } 
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will give the name of the student whose student ID is "90881234”. 
In some cases, an instance returned from a query may not have the information on 
its class. As in the example above, the instance can be an instance of the Undergrd class 
as well as the Postgrad class. Although values of the attributes inherited from Student 
class can be found the users will have no idea on what other attributes the instance has. 
In a relational model, such a problem is avoided because all tuples are well defined. 
SQL-like query language thus requires clear knowledge of the class model of the queried 
instances. OQL allows query to check if an instance belongs to a particular class object: 
{[ object id>] is in <classname> } 
This query allows the users to gain the knowledge of modelling and further queries can 
then be applied. For example, by issuing the command, 
{is in Postgrad} 
following the last query, one can know if the queried student instance (which is the student 
whose student ID is "90881234”) belongs to Postgrad class. Having found out this 
information (as a student can either be Postgrad or Uundergrd), the exact modelling of 
the instance can be found and attribute values of the instance can be obtained. 
Another way to find the class model of a data object is to find out the class object 
to which a data object belongs: 
{class} 
This query sends the query message to the current instance and makes the current class 
object pointer point to the corresponding class. The syntax for this query is as follows: 
{[<objectJd>] class} 
Directly resulted from the aggregation hierarchy, a data object can be an attribute 
value of another object. This enables the users to navigate from one data object to another. 
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Because classes can be returned as well as other attribute values from queries to 
instances, and instances can be found as well as the modelling information from queries 
to classes. By combining the use of queries to instances and classes, any type of infor-
mation and knowledge in a schema can be obtained. The complete specification of OQL 
is given in Appendix VI. 
3.6.3 The query processing 
The query commands are issued directly or with the assistance of the pull-down 
menus in the Query Processor. The dialogue processor processes the commands and 
locates the required objects. They include the required extraction methods, which will 
extract the information, and the queried objects, either classes or instances. Then, 
message paths are connected among these objects to form a message net. Finally, an 
instance of the message net is instantiated and a trigger is sent to the instance to start the 
processing. 
There are two pointers inside the Query Processor to record the most recent queried 
class and instance respectively. Taking the earlier example which returns the student 
instance having the student J d "90881234": 
{Student * objects student id = = "90881234 "} 
The query processor constructs a message net Find—student as in figure 2.4 and 
executes the message net by providing the "student id" as the attribute and "90881234" 
as the value to the instance of Findjstudent After the query is processed, the class 
Student is pointed to by the current class pointer and the instance found will be pointed 
to by the current__instance pointer. If the query 
{name} 
is issued immediately to ask for the name of the student instance, the message get_yalue 
with an argument "name" will be sent to the student instance pointed by the cur-
rent-instance pointer. And consequently, the name of the student can be found. 
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3.6.4 Query and Application 
As mentioned above, a query is an application. Therefore, the query processor can 
be used like other objects do in an application, i.e. represented by an icon and used in 
constructing a message net. The message sent to the query processor is a message 
containing a query command and the output message generated from the query processor 
will be the query result, i.e. other values, classes, or instances. 
Figure 3.7 shows how the query processor is used in building an application to find 
the name of the student whose student ID is "90881234". 
"{Student * objects studentjd - "90881234"}" 
get value 
Query 
Processor : ^ Student* • 
"name • 
Figure 3.7. Use of query processor in an application. 
In figure 3.7 one can see that the query command, {Student * objects studentjd 
=="90881234"}, packed in a message, is sent to the query processor object The output 
from the query processor is then directed to initialize an object of Student, which receives 
the message, get value, and another message containing a string value "name" from the 
message manager. And the name of the student can be found. In fact, the nested query 
{{Student # objects studentjd== "90881234"} name} can be sent to the Query Processor 
instead of sending the message get_yalue to the student instance. Thus, more complicated 
queries can be used and as long as the types of the messages are correct, one can use the 
query processor as other objects in building a message net. 
3.7 Other features 
The user interface is implemented on top of a window based platform called 
Object-Oriented Graphical User Interface (OOGUI), which is implemented as an individual 
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module. Manipulations of the windowing elements such as windows, icons, panels, buttons, 
menus, etc. are handled by the OOGUI. It is a supporting module for different tools in 
MOBILE. 
Schema evolution is automatically handled by MOBILE. If one modifies the attributes 
of a user-defined class, all of the instances in the class will be affected. Default values will 
be assigned to each instance for the newly created attributes. Attributes not in the new 
definition will be deleted from the instances. 
The database files used in other non-object base systems can be imported to MOBILE 
and becomes a user-defined class with instances. Similarly, user-defined class with instances 
can be exported to a database file for different existing database management systems. 
3.8 Summary 
In this chapter, we have presented an integrated objectbase management system called 
MOBILE with its different modules and features. MOBILE is a good example of a unified 
environment for developing and managing object-based systems with multimedia data, 
software modules and knowledge. With these features, the power of concurrent programming 
and distributed computing can also be exploited. 
The Object Query Language(OQL) can be used to extract knowledge of relations 
among different classes within a schema as well as the object values. The power of OQL is 
much extended compared with the SQL in relational databases. With the Inference Engine 
implemented as an object in the system, more intelligent query applications can be created. 
The Application Constructor environment in the system provides a novel method of 
programming with greater convenience and flexibility compared with structured program-
ming. By incorporating different objects in the schema, a simple logical network of the 
objects activated by message passing can represent complicated applications. The concept 
of treating an application as an object extends the power of programming by linking several 
applications to form large applications. 
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Some multimedia elements, sound and video, are provided in MOBILE. They are 
implemented as a system-defined class. Thus users can use them to define attributes for 
user-defined classes. 
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Chapter 4 Implementation 
MOBILE is designed for system modelling and application development. The reusability 
and portability are the main concerns for choosing the implementation platform. Section 4.1 
discusses the considerations on the choices. Section 4.2 describes the detailed implementation 
of the schema manager. The dialogue processing is described in section 4.3. How multimedia 
elements are implemented is given in section 4.4. Section 4.5 gives a suggestion how to reuse 
the information created by the existing database management system. In section 4.6 a summary 
of the implementation is given. 
4.1 The implementation platform 
The system is implemented in C++ language [26] which is portable to different 
computer platforms such as SunSparc workstations DECstations, PCs, etc. The restriction 
to the portability is mainly due to the different graphical interface tools, such as Xview for 
SunSparc workstations, Motif for DECstations, and Microsoft Windows for PCs. 
In order to overcome such restrictions, we built a platform or a layer, Object-Oriented 
Graphical User Interface (OOGUI), on top of the different tools on different platforms. A 
set of graphical interface objects such as Window, Panel, Control, Menu, Choice, etc. are 
provided in OOGUI. They are designed and implemented as C++ objects and organized in 
a hierarchy such that inheritance is supported [30]. Figure 4.1 shows the complete set of 
windowing objects in a hierarchy tree. As a result, windowing elements can be used easily 
to provide graphical displays. On top of this unified platform, we build the user interfaces 
and implement the windowing classes, thus the system can be ported among different 
hardware platform without any modification to the source codes. 
Another advantage of the OOGUI is the hiding of the control of the multimedia 
hardware details for different computer platforms. As long as the definitions of the 
multimedia objects are the same for all platforms, users can access these hardware with no 
prior knowledge of the detailed implementations. 
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G Class 
QMainMenu GMenu GView GFont GBrush GDialog 
G Window GPanel GScrol ar GControl GPen GMessageBox 
QMainWindow GSubWindow GMessage GText GList 
GSiider GPushButton GMSButton 
GMainMenultem GMenu Item 
GPopupltem 
Figure 4.1. OOGUI objects. 
4.2 The Schema Manager 
The Schema Manager is the interface to the Object Store. The function of the Schema 
Manager is for object management It is the most important module in the system because 
everything in MOBILE are objects. 
There are two different types of objects, classes and instances, in MOBILE. Therefore, 
there are two different data structures to represent classes and instances respectively. 
Moreover, due to the fact that these objects are not alone, an additional structure must exist 
to handle a collection of these objects. This structure is the generic list. Derived from the 
generic list, other lists of different data structures are used during implementation. These 




4.2.1 The generic list 
The implementation of the generic list is based on the coding provided by Stroustrup 
[26] with some modifications. A generic list, slist, in MOBILE is a double linked list. 
Each element in the generic list contains a pointer. In the generic list, this pointer points 
to a void structure, which is nothing in C++ implementation. However, in other derived 
lists, each pointer points to an object of interest, a class, an instance, or a value. For 
convenience, whenever a list is referred hereafter, it is a subclass of the generic list with 
each of element pointing to an object of interest. For example, a list of instances. There 
are two other pointers in each element of a list which point to the next and previous 
elements respectively in a list. Figure 4.2 shows the structure of the generic list. 
— • “ O _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ null 
I T 
structure structure structure structure 
Figure 4.2. Structure of the generic list. 
Operations on a list include creation of the list, insertion of an element in the front, 
appending an element at the end, removing an element from the list, clearing all elements 
in the list, and returning the number of elements in the list. 
An iterator for the generic list is also defined. It consists of a current pointer which 
points to an element in the list. Operations can then be used to move the current pointer 
along the list back and forth and retrieve the required elements in the list. The data 
structures of the generic list and the iterator are given in Appendix Vn. 
4.2.2 The class structure 
A class is implemented as a structure called Attr struct. The contents of the 
structure include the name of the class, a reference to the Object Store, some statistical 
data such as number of attributes, number of superclasses, etc., and four lists. 
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The first list is a list of attributes in the class. An attribute is a structure consisting 
of the name and type (also a class name if type is a class) of the attribute. The second is 
a list of methods defined in the class. Each structure of the method includes the name 
and a pointer to the executable codes of the method. The third is a list of instances. An 
instance is a structure and will be discussed in the next section. The last two are the lists 
for superclasses and subclasses in which each element is a pointer to an Attr struct. The 
referred structure is the a superclass or a subclass of the class. 
^ Attr_struct ^ 
attribute Ifst 
method list 
Instance list " 
superclass list 
subclass list 
•“ Attr_struct Attr_struct ^ 
attribute list attribute list 
method Ust method list 
instance list Instance list 
superclass list superclass list 
subclass Ust subclass list 
” , 1 ‘ r 
Attr_struct Attr_struct Attr_struct Attr_struct 
attribute list attribute list attribute list attribute list 
method list method list method list method list 
Instance list Instance list Instance Ust Instance list 
superclass list _ superclass list superclass Ust — superclass list — 
sut)class Ust subclass Ust subclass list subclass list 
^ null null null ^ null 
Figure 4.3. Inheritance relation represented by Attr struct. 
Figure 4.3 shows how inheritance relations are represented. The data structure of 
Attr struct is given in Appendix VIII. The aggregation and membership relations are 
implemented in the attribute list and instance list respectively. Figure 4.4 shows the 




Attribute list 1 — 
• 
Attribute Attribute Attribute 
(a) Attribute list. 
name me 
type Pe 
class • Attr_struct c/ass —| • NULL 
(b) Attribute of Classfield type. (c) Attribute of other types. 
ObjectJist r 
Objectlnstance Object nstance Object nstance 
(d) Instance list and its member object instances. 
Figure 4.4. Aggregation (b) and membership (d) relations represented by 
Attribute list and Object list. 
4.2.3 The instance structure 
An instance is represented by a data structure called Objectlnstance. It consists of 
the attribute values defined by the class. A pointer to the Attr struct is included in the 
Objectlnstance. Through this pointer, the model of the Objectlnstance can be found. 
Corresponding to each attribute in the class, a list of attribute values is maintained 
in the Objectlnstance. An element in the list of attribute values is a structure called 
ValueEle. The design of such a structure caters for complex values, such as date, time, 
sound, and video values, as well as simple values, like integer, string, etc. 
A complex value is formed by a group of simple values. Therefore, a list of simple 
values is used to represent a complex value. For the attribute of a classfield type, the 
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attribute value is represented by a pointer to an instance of the class. This pointer 
implements the inclusion relation between two instances. Figure 4.5 demonstrates the 
structure and Appendix IX gives the data structures in C++ code. 
cls_ptr • Attr_struct (class) 
id 
value list 
V i T 
ValueEle ValueEle ValueEle 
(a) Structure of an instance. 
ValueEle • primitive value 
(b) Structure of ValueEle of primitive types. 
ValueEle 
\ r \ r “ 
primitive primitive primitive 
ValueEle ValueEle ValueEle 
(c) Structure of ValueEle of Complex types. 
Figure 4.5. Data structure for instance. 
The type and the name of each attribute value in an instance can be accessed through 
the pointer to the Attr struct which includes a list of the attributes. One instance may 
include another instance because of the aggregation relation defined in the class. The 
inclusion relation between two instances is implemented by the ValueEle with primitive 
type. In such a case, a pointer to the included instance is the value of the ValueEle of 
primitive type. 
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4.2.4 The schema manager and the Object Store 
The schema manager is a system object consisting of a pointer to the root class. 
This root class is a system-defined class but implemented as an Attr struct. All 
user-defined classes are subclasses of the root class. From the root class, all user-defined 
classes and their member instances are managed in a well organized manner by the 
different lists used. Because all the relations among different objects are implemented 
in the lists, Attr—struct and Objectlnstance structures, these relations, as well as attribute 
values, can be retrieved from the tree hierarchy. 
Also included in the schema manager structure are the storage information of these 
knowledge and values in the Object Store. At the moment the Object Store is simply 
the file system used in PC, i.e. DOS. Therefore, the storage information include the file 
directory in the system and the file names. 
Because of the characteristics of an object-oriented system, modelling of data into 
different classes is a process of classification. Instances of different classes are well 
organized in nature. Therefore, further efforts to index the instances within each class 
have not been considered although these may improve the performance of the system. 
4.3 Dialogue Processing 
Dialogues are processed with the help of a lexer and parser generator, Yacc++ in a 
PC DOS environment. Yacc++ is developed by Compiler Resources Inc. to process com-
plex-pattern input with an object-oriented approach. Dialogues are presented as notations 
used by Yacc++ to generate lexer and parser software modules. These modules can then be 
incorporated into an application. [29] 
The specification includes a list of the basic items, called tokens that may appear in 
the input and grammar rules. A grammar rule consists of organized tokens and user supplied 
codes to be invoked when the rule is recognized. The user supplied codes are actions which 
have the ability to return values and make use of the values returned by other actions. 
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In MOBILE, a parser object is included in the interface tools, the Schema Constructor, 
and the Query Processor. It reads the dialog input and calls the Yacc++ function, yy parse() 
which then follows the grammar rules defined to process the input dialogues. 
4.4 Multimedia elements 
The multimedia elements provided in MOBILE are sound and video. Both elements 
require special hardware and software. Because of the availability and the prices at the early 
stage of the development, these hardware and software were selected to work on PCs. 
Nevertheless, due to the property of reusability in object-oriented systems, to use different 
hardware and software in another platform only requires coding for the multimedia elements 
only. [30] 
The hardware that enables display of video image on the screen of a PC is called 
DVA-4000 which is a full length card, and accepts digital input from the computer's graphics 
adapter and analog input from an external video source. It is able to mix the images from 
different sources and display them in real time on a standard VGA monitor. 
The software that supports the DVA-4000 is VideoLogic's Multimedia Interactive 
Control System (MIC System I). It provides system calls to control the display of video 
images. 
In addition, a programmable video cassette recorder (VCR) is required for image 
storage and retrieval. The control commands are issued through the interface developed 
with OOGUI and MIC system to the RS-232 interface port which connects to and drives the 
VCR. 
The system class VideoClass encapsulates the images input from the VCR and provides 
methods to control the operation of the VCR and the display of images on the VGA screen. 
VideoClass also inherits properties of the OOGUI classes such as windows, buttons, etc. 
These elements provide the control interface between the user and the video hardware. 
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Audio information are implemented as two different classes, music and voice with the 
support of the package developed by Sound Blaster Pro. Storage of the audio information 
is in the file system of PC. Two classes, GMusic and GVoice, are implemented for handling 
the different types of audio information and providing input and output controls of sounds. 
4.5 Interface to non-object based systems 
There are many ways to reuse the huge amount of information and applications created 
by existing systems. One method is to transform the information in different format with 
their applications into MOBILE so that the large amount of information being used are 
available to the MOBILE users. 
Currently, dBase database file is chosen to be the one that MOBILE can access. The 
reasons are that dBase database files (dbf files) are widely used by different software and 
thus, huge amount of data are in dbf file format. MOBILE is able to read the dbf files and 
transform the structures and records in dbf files into MOBILE classes and instances. The 
definition of the fields in the dbf file becomes the attributes of a class in MOBILE. 
Consequently, the records in dbf files become instances of the class. Afterwards, users can 
build MOBILE applications to retrieve the existing dBase information. 
Alternatively, MOBILE will provide an execution object to encapsulate an existing 
application. The execution object can then be used as other objects to construct message 
nets. MOBILE provides the interfaces for the execution object to other objects in the 
objectbase and controls the executions. In such a case, the existing information and appli-
cations are reusable in MOBILE. 
4.6 Summary 
The portability and the reusability of the user applications are stressed and enabled by 
providing an environment independent graphical interface platform (OOGUI). At the 
moment the OOGUI has been completely implemented on IBM PC on top of the Microsoft 
Windows version 3.1 in the window environment. For Xview toolkit on SunSparc work-
stations in the OpenWin environment, only part of the implementation has been completed. 
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Due to the large amount of programming work required in MOBILE decision has been made 
to concentrate the implementation on a particular environment rather than to spread out to 
different platforms. 
The Schema Manager provides object management using the different data structures: 
Attr struct Objectlnstance, ValueEle, and the lists. Also included in these data structures 
are the relations among different objects. With the methods provided in MOBILE, these 
relations can be extracted by the users. 
The four interface tools, the Schema Constructor, the Instance Editor, the Query 
Processor, and the Application Constructor, are built with the help of OOGUI. They provide 
a user-friendly environment for interaction between MOBILE and the users. 
The Schema Constructor allows the users to define classes and their relations in a 
schema. DBase database files (dbf files) can also be imported as a class or exported from a 
defined class. The Instance Editor allows the users to create and modify instances of the 
classes defined. In the Query Processor and the Application Constructor, users can make 
use of all the objects, classes and instances. Queries can be issued in the Query Processor 
and the results can be further queried or viewed in the environment. Some operations are 
provided in the Application Constructor. Users can use them with all the objects in the 
system to build applications. Complex applications can also be built on top of simple ones. 
Two compiler-compilers are used in different platforms to process the dialogues 
defined for the objectbase. It is because the codes generated by different compiler-compilers 
work only on a specific platform. On Sun SparcStations, the Lex and Yacc programmes 
provided in Sun OS, a UNIX system, are used. On the PC DOS environment, Yacc++ 
program developed by the Compiler Resources Inc. is employed. The schema definition 
and the object query language dialogues are completely defined and validated with Yacc on 
SparcStations. Unfortunately, because of the incompatibility between Yacc++ and Microsoft 
Windows on the PC DOS environment, the languages have not been completed on PC. 
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5 A case example - Chess game 
5.1 Introduction 
To demonstrate the flexibility and the power of the Objectbase, we have chosen the 
chess game as an example. In a computer chess game program, the computer plays, against 
a human user. To make the program intelligent, a lot of the information is required and 
special algorithms are used before a move is made. For example, the board value is usually 
used to evaluate the situation on the board and to find the best move. In addition, they provide 
different levels of intelligence using different levels of the game trees to consider one or 
more moves for both the computer and the user. 
In this example, we do not intend to show how to build a complete chess program but 
only demonstrate how the knowledge of modelling and the relations among objects represent 
knowledge with a message net. Therefore, we will concentrate on a limited number of factors 
only. Other issues like how the interface is designed, or how the board value is evaluated, 
etc., will not be considered. 
Section 5.2 gives a general introduction to the chess game and the modelling method 
in MOBILE. Section 5.3 presents several tasks based on the model in section 5.2. The tasks 
are solved by the different message nets. Section 5.4 is a summary. 
5.2 The game and the model 
King, Queen, Knight, Castle, Bishop, and Pawn are different types of pieces in the 
chess. There are two sets of pieces separated in two colours, white and black. Each set of 
pieces include 16 pieces (one King, one Queen, two Knights, two Castles, two Bishops, and 
eight Pawns). Each piece occupies a square on the board initially. There are 64 squares (8 
X 8) of alternating colours, on the chess board. 
The pieces move from their original positions, according to their powers and when 
they are not obstructed, along the "files" (vertical lines), "ranks", (horizontal lines), and 
diagonals. All pieces are able to capture hostile pieces, one at a time, by occupying the 
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square of the hostile occupant The latter is then removed from the board. When the King 
of a player is captured by the opponent, the game ends. The one who loses the King loses 
the game. 
The rules of movement on each pieces are as follows. A Pawn can move in forward 
direction only. A Pawn normally moves one square forward on the files with an exception 
on the first move in which it can move either one or two squares forward on the files. Unlike 
other pieces which capture opponents that block their path, a Pawn cannot do so. Anything 
occupying the square ahead of it on the file blocks its advance. However, it can capture y 
pieces in one square ahead on either diagonal. And when a Pawn reaches the eighth rank, 
it can be promoted to a Queen, a Knight, a Bishop, or a Castle. 
A Knight moves one square along any diagonal, followed by one square along the m ± 
or file away from the point of origin. There are maximum 8 possible moves for a Knigbt. 
A Bishop moves along diagonals as few or as many squares as are desired and availai If; 
backwards or forwards. The maximum possible moves of a Bishop is 13. 
A Castle moves in any directions along ranks and any files for as few or as man3 
squares as are desired and available. There are maximum 14 possible moves for a Casik 
There is a special move involving the King and will be described below. 
The Queen can move as few and as many squares as are desired and available along 
any rank, any file, or any diagonal, forwards, or backwards. The maximum possible moves 
of a Queen is 27. 
The King normally moves like a Queen but limited to one square for each move. 
However, castling allows an unmoved King and unmoved Castle move at the same time HI 
opposite directions along the rank. The King moves two squares and the Castle moves to 
the other side of and adjacent to the King. The other restrictions on the castling are that the. 
King must not be on check and there is no other pieces between the King and the Castle 
concerned. 
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According to their power of moving and capturing, the different pieces are modelled 
as classes as shown in figure 5.1. 
root 
Piece Sq 
Square position • Integer x 
Image appearance Integer y 
Integer colour P'ece* occupant 
Pawn LlneMovIng Bishop Knight 
movelQ movej(lnteger) moveJ_f(lnteger) moveJIJO 
move2() mov0_r(lnt0ger) move b(lnteger) moveJ2 fO 
captureJO move_t(integer) move_r_fOnteger) mov0_r1_f() 
capture r() move(b(lnteger) move_r_b( nteger) move_r2_f() 
7 moveJ1_b() 
\ / mov0j2_b() 
\ / mov0_r1_b() 
\ / mov0_r2_b() 
Castle Queen 
castllngO Name 
’ I Attributes Class 
King Methods 
castllngO 
^ Inheritance hierarchy 
^ Aggregation hierarchy 
Figure 5.1. A chess schema. 
A Piece is a class (model) in figure 5.1. It consists of attributes position and colour. 
Pawn, Knight, Bishop, and LineMoving are the subclasses of Piece. LineMoving is not a 
valid piece in chess, but it provides generality for inheritance by other pieces. Castle inherits 
from LineMoving obviously with special property of castling. Queen inherits from both 
Bishop and LineMoving, Finally, King inherits from Queen with special property of one 
square moving only and the castling. A square is another class which consists of attributes 
X and y coordinates, colour, and occupant An occupant can be any pieces while the in 
"Piece*" indicates this. The modelling of the chess makes use of all the advantages of the 
relation knowledge on objects in the Objectbase. The root is a system defined class which 
provides a reference to all the user defined classes and instances and allows system defined 
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methods to be inherited by all user defined classes. These methods include getting and 
setting the values of an attribute. These methods, together with the modelling knowledge 
classes, are elements in building message nets for playing the chess game. 
Before a game can be started, we need another class board which consists of the 64 
squares. An evaluation method should be included for the class board so that the board 
values can be evaluated according to a specific algorithm. In evalulating the board values, 
new instances of the board can be copied from the board instance on play and virtual moves 
can be made on these copies of the board instances. 
To start a game, an instance of the board and the instances of the different piece classes 
represent all the 32 pieces in the chess game must be instantiated. Each piece should occupy 
a square on the board. The x and y values of each square on the board denote the coordinates. 
In this example, the coordinate of the square at the left bottom comer is (1,1) and at the right 
top comer is (8,8). 
5.3 Tasks 
In making a move, one should consider first that if the King is on check because one 
loses the game if the King is captured by the opponent. Therefore, the King's position must 
be known. In fact, the positions of other pieces must be known in other occasions. Therefore, 
a method of the Piece to return the position must exist. This method getj)osn is presented 
by the message net shown in figure 5.2(a). 
get posn 
(Plece:lnstance) ^ 
"posft/on" E — ( S — t a n c e ) p, ^ (Square:lnstance) 
(a) Method "Piece:geCposn'\ (b) Symbol for method "Piece:get posn". 
Figure 5.2. Method "Piece:get_posn". 
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Because get_posn is a method of class Piece and is inherited by all of its subclasses, 
an instance of Piece or its subclass is expected to receive this message. Since "position" is 
the attribute of Piece, it can be used directly in defining a method and it implies the value 
of the attribute in the method. If an instance of Piece or its subclass receives the message 
get_posn, the method Piece:get_posn will be invoked and the value of the attribute position 
is returned which is an instance of class Square. 
The method Piece:get_posn can be represented by the symbol shown in figure 5.2(b) 
and used in constructing message nets. As mentioned in chapter 2 during the execution, 
an operation which is an instance of the message manager, will generate the message 
get_j>osn to an instance of Piece or its subclasses. This object is initialized by the message 
passed to the initialization port. By initializing the object with the King instance, the King's 
position can be found. 
Having located the position of the King the second action is to find, in next move, if 
any pieces can occupy the King's position. In doing so, two tasks must be performed: 
1. To check all squares in different directions to find the first occupant The different 
directions are centred from the square of interest to the eight directions hori-
zontally, vertically, and diagonally. In addition, maximum eight more squares 
have to be checked according to the move method of Knight. 
2. In the horizontal, vertical, or diagonal directions, if a piece is found it must be 
checked again to see, in the next move, if the piece can occupy the square of 
interest. This requires the knowledge of the model of the piece instance. 
Figure 5.3 shows the method of Square’ left ocpt, which looks for an occupant on the 
left hand side of the square. 
The algorithm for searching the first occupant on the left of a square is as follows: 
i. Obtain the coordinates of the square, say (xl, yl); 
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ii. Decrement the xl value by 1; 
iii. If X1-1 is greater than 0 locate the left neighbour square by finding the square 
of coordinates (xl-1, yl), go to (v); 
iv. Else, return NULL, go to (vii); 
V. Check if an occupant exists on the square, if so, return the occupant, go to (vii); 
vi. Else, replace the square of interest by this neighbour square (x=xl-l, y=y 1) and 
go to (i); 
vii. Stop. 
this Duplicate geLx minus Duplicate 
- f "f , 
Square Square ^ Integer Integer 
start ^ IC ‘ \ 
Duplicate get_y 
Duplicate 







H — — 
find_squari Square ^^Locpt ^Pup/feafe ^ u a l 
Square piece* root* boolean 
| _ _ _ _ L NULL H 
NOT Duplicate 
U J F ' NULL _ ^ 
^ _ boolean root* 
— 
boolean piece* ZZUZZ 1 
H/g J i 
Figure 5.3. Method "Square:left ocpt" (finds an occupant on the left of a square.) 
The message net shown in figure 5.3 represents a method of the class Square. The 
rectangle this at the top left comer, in figure 5.3, represents the reference to an instance of 
Square, The method can be represented by a rectangle in constructing another message net 
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The this instance will be the one initialized by the message arrived at the initialization port 
during execution. In this example, this will be initialized by a Square instance occupied by 
the King. 
Step (i) of the algorithm for finding the first occupant on the left of a square requires 
the retrieval of the coordinates of the square. At the beginning of the execution, the start 
signal triggers the action of the Square instance (this) which also receives the message 
duplicate from the operation. Two references of the this instance will be generated and 
packed in the messages sent to initialize two different objects where two different messages, 
get X and get_y, are sent by the operation. The implementation of the two methods, get x 
and get J , which retrieve the coordinates of a Square, are given in figure 5.4 and 5.5 
respectively. 
~ geLx 
Square:instance ^ ^ 
T E ^ Square • 
(a) Method "Square:get—x". (b) Symbol of "Square:get x". 
Figure 5.4. Method "Square:get x". 
get_y 
Square:instance ^ ^ 
T' E ^ Square • 
(a) Method "Square:get_y". (b) Symbol of "Square:get_y". 
Figure 5.5. Method " Square: get_y". 
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Step (ii) is performed by a system provided method minus, (Full sets of system provided 
operations on primitive data types are given in Appendix I) Step (iii) requires A message 
net Find Square to locate the instance of Square with the coordinates specified. The message 
net of Find Square is given in figure 5.6. 
[Squm ) 
Start —— ’ 
— OupfJkaito 
f I 
oupfaum Sguan —tZ 
I t jy I—I g ^ r H i f — I 
Square / ANO 
1 Square Integer ^ ^ 
I I n I boQiean 1 
——^ ^ 
Square Integer 
_ [ ] _ [ ] 
Integer Integer 
Figure 5.6. Message net "Find square". 
In figure 5.6, the circle represents the objectbase. During execution, the operation 
generates a message to the objectbase asking for a named class (as in Figure 2.4 Find_name, 
in chapter 2). The objectbase will return a reference to the required class object. One can 
also ask for the instances to the objectbase by supplying the additional information with the 
class name. The objectbase distinguishes the different messages by the additional infor-
mation. If there is no such information, the class is requested. If the additional information 
is an instance ID, which is a positive integer larger than 0 and is unique for each instance in 
a class, the objectbase returns a reference to the instance. If 0 (as in figure 5.6) or -1 is 
supplied as the ID, it means all instances of the class or all instances of the class and its 
subclasses are requested respectively. As a result, a reference to a list of the instances is 
returned. In all cases, the returned reference will be attached to the output message and sent 
out. 
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The system defined method, greater in figure 5.3 checks if x-coordinate is greater 
than 0. Another method equal checks if there is an occupant on the square. A method of 
Square, get_ocpU is used to retrieve the occupant of a square. The message net of the method 
Square:get_ocpt is given in figure 5.7. 
get_ocpt 
Square:instance ^ K 
"occupant" £ Square ^ 
(a) Method "Square:get ocpt". (b) Symbol of "Square:get—ocpt". 
Figure 5.7. Message net "Square:get ocpt". 
If there is no occupant on the left of the square, the left neighbour square will be taken 
as the new square to find the first left occupant A while control is used. This left neighbour 
square will be initialized to the object represented by the second rectangle with "Duplicate" 
on the top left comer in figure 5.3. And it will receive the message, duplicate, from the 
operation during execution. The while loop stops if the left neighbour has no occupant (a 
square returns NULL when if receives the message get_ocpt) and the x-coordinate is greater 
than 0. The other flow controls are given in Appendix V. 
Having got the first occupant from the left, we can then query this piece to see what 
it is. Only if it is a Castle, a Queen, or a King in the immediate left will make the piece a 
possible occupant of the square. The class of the piece can be found by the method Pie-
ce:get class as shown in figure 5.8. 
In figure 5.8, the Piece object is initialized by this. Class is method defined in root 
which returns the class object of the instance which receives the message Class. Conse-









(a) Method "Piece:get_dass". (b) Symbol of "Piece:get_class". 
Figure 5.8. Method "Piece:get_class" which finds what a piece is. 
P = 1 ^ ^ ^ : 1 
I 





Figure 5.9 Message net to find if a class is Castle. 
The method IS in figure 5.9 is a class method provided for the metaclass which 
compares two classes and returns true if they are the same. Therefore, during execution, a 
class object must be initialized through the initialization port. Similarly, one can test if the 
class with other classes in the schema. 
5.4 Summary 
The tasks presented in section 5.3 are only part of the complete chess program. 
However, they can be used for other purposes such as to check if other pieces are under the 
threat of being captured or to find a possible move of a piece. For example to find the 
possible move of an instance of Castle in the left direction, one should first find the first 
occupant to the left of the Castle, then the second and so on. Therefore, the message net in 
figure 5.3 can be used after finding the position of the Castle. One can also know if there 
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is a first occupant on the Castle's left. It there is, what the piece is and other conditions can 
be checked. In general, the message nets in section 5.3 helps to extract the following 
knowledge: 
1. What a piece is; 
2. What is the possible occupant of a square on the left side; 
3. (For Queens and Castles), what is the farthest square they can go in the left 
direction; and 
4. If any piece is under the threat of being captured; 
There are obviously other information required in considering a move. One can use 
the similar approach to solve the problems. However, the examples in this section show that 
the class and instance methods provided can help to find the different relations, (Inheritance, 
Aggregation, modelling, memberships, and inclusion) which are useful in some applications. 
In fact, inference rules can be represented by the message nets and used in building expert 
systems. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 
The objectbase is a concept of modelling and management of data, software, and 
knowledge. It employs the object-oriented approach in modelling these entities and to 
encapsulate the relations among different objects. The objectbase is built upon three basic 
models: an Object Model, a Knowledge Model, and a Message Net Model. The Object Model 
describes the objects. Data knowledge, software and other non-object based systems can be 
encapsulated in the entity called object in the objectbase. The knowledge of modelling and 
relations among objects are managed under the Knowledge Model and can be retrieved inter 
actively or in an application and thus increase the flexibility of the system. Applications are 
represented as message nets, which are networks of logically connected objects, and can be used 
in other applications. Encapsulating the software within objects increases the reliability of th 
developed applications. Together with other features, such as a graphical user interface, dialogue 
interpretation, iconic representations, and distributed process control, a unified platform k 
provided to manage objects on data, knowledge, and software. 
MOBILE is an implementation of the concept of objectbase. It is not an object-oriented 
database management system although it has ability to model different data with object-oriented 
approach and retrieve information from a schema. It is an integrated environment for system 
modelling, information management, and application development. General computing 
applications and data management applications can be easily built with MOBILE. With the 
information management facilities, knowledge based systems and expert systems can be 
implemented with MOBILE effectively and efficiently. 
A comparison of the objectbase and MOBILE with other object-oriented systems is given 
in section 6.1. Section 6.2 is the appraisal. Section 6.3 describes the possible further devel-
opments. 
6.1 Comparison 
Objectbase is an object management model for system modelling, software develop-
ment and management Its Object Model in describing objects is similar to that of the 
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Smalltalk-80 [18] but not quite the same. In Smalltalk-80, each class object is regarded as 
the sole instance of a metaclass. All the metaclasses are subclass of Metaclass defined in 
the Smalltalk-80. Thus, a new metaclass is created when users define a new class. 
In the objectbase, there is only one metaclass. Each class defined is regarded as an 
instance of the metaclass. So the class objects can be managed in a more unified fashion. 
In Smalltalk-80 [18], as well as other object-oriented systems [7 14 23 24], class is 
only regarded as a type or model so that instances can be instantiated according to the 
definition of the class. And because of the instances are their main concern, the classes are 
not used for other purposes, for example, used in an application. 
V 
In objectbase, because the relations among classes and instances are also interested, 
the class is not just a type or model but also an object similar to instances which may receive 
messages for actions or can be used in applications. Knowledge Model in the objectbase 
provides methods in the metaclass so that messages can be sent to classes for actions. And 
the Message Net Model allows the classes to be used in applications. 
The Message Net Model in objectbase also suggests a new object programming method 
which is different from the structured or procedural programming methods. In objectbase, 
applications are message nets which are networks of objects connected logically by the 
message paths. Such a programming method can be used for concurrent programming, 
multiprocessing and distributed computing. Because of its modularity, defined message nets 
can be easily reused. A message net can be constructed graphically or textually. Execution 
of a message net is controlled by a an instance of the system provided class, message manager. 
In Smalltalk-80, a class, process, is provided to control the execution of an application which 
is simply a sequence of instructions. 
The Smalltalk-80 does not provide any query facilities to process the requests for 
retrieval of information although attribute values of individual instances can be retrieved. 
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The objectbase, on the other hand, does provide such facility. With the object modelling, 
objectbase is able to provide services same as an Object-Oriented Database Management 
System (OODBMS). Therefore, comparisons with other OODBMSs are given as follows. 
In most object-oriented systems [3 6 7, 9 23 24], data are modelled as objects which 
are the main concern of the systems. Although object-oriented approach is used in modelling 
such data, the model is only used to manage the data, but not for further use. In addition, 
the model, regarded as classes, or objects of metaclass, are handled differently with the data 
objects. In objectbase, these are all objects handled in the same way. 
The major advantages of objectbase over the other OODBMSs are the information 
retrieval in the objects with its Object Query Language (OQL) and the message net model 
for supporting application development. The Object Query Language supports not only the 
usual value extractions used in relational database models, but also more intelligent queries 
as well. These include the knowledge of the object relations among different objects, classes 
and instances. With the help of the Inference Engine, the query system can be extended to 
handle a knowledge based system, when AI elements such as rules are implemented as 
objects within the system.[16,27] 
The major advantage of OQL over the SQL-like queries used in other object-oriented 
database systems is its power of information and knowledge extraction in an object-oriented 
system. Through navigation between the different relations of class objects and data objects, 
users can extract not only the data object instances or their attributes values, but also the 
class objects, type and name of the attributes, and other knowledges of object modelling as 
well. 
In most object-oriented database systems, extended power is added to SQL so that 
queries can be applied to the aggregation and inheritance hierarchy of objects. A query can 
be applied to the data objects of a class as well as that of the subclasses. The JOIN operation 
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in SQL is no longer meaningful in object-oriented systems due to the existence of the 
aggregation hierarchy. Navigation along the aggregation hierarchy in object-oriented sys-
tems is by path-tracing. 
Some of the OODBMSs employ similar syntax as SQL [6 7 14 23], while others 
have their own query formats [9 13, 19]. However, the primary interests of these query 
languages are only in the data objects and their attribute values. The relations between class 
objects and data objects are seldom considered. GemStone database system [19] is an 
exception which provides a class definition object (CDO) and allows queries on data objects 
to obtain the CDO. However, further queries on other relations between CDO and their data 
objects are not provided. 
In Onto system [24], an Object Query Language (note that this is not the same as the 
OQL in objectbase), is provided for information retrieval in the objects. However, again, 
the data objects are the primary interests. Although complex search conditions and con-
straints can be easily specified, extracting knowledge in the model is not possible. 
MOBILE is an implementation of the objectbase concept with multimedia elements. 
The Schema Constructor and Instance Editor allows the users to define model classes and 
instantiate instances according the definition of models. The Query Processor tool allows 
the user to retrieve all the information created in a schema. These include the values and 
the knowledge of the models. The Application Constructor allows the users to build message 
nets with system provided and user defined objects for different applications in a layered 
fashion. 
Different tools are usually provided in different systems for data definitions and 
manipulations. In MOBILE, the Schema Constructor is provided for data definition; Instance 
Editor is used for instance editing; Query Processor provides an environment for interactive 
information retrieval; and Application Constructor is an environment for object program-
ming. In POSTGRES, the Schema and Database Browser helps the data definition both 
graphically and textually.[23] In Oj, data can be defined by using the Browser Tool and 
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graphical programming is within the O2 Tools environment.[6,7] In GemStone, the Visual 
Schema Designer is the graphical data definition tool while the Tool Suite provides the 
graphical programming environment.[3] In Onto, the OSAM model provides general 
structural constructs to model complex objects and their various types of semantic associ-
ations in a graphical environment. [24] 
For interface, the O2 Look in O2 [6 7] supports both the image and alphanumeric 
outputs. The presentation method is rather traditional. In GemStone, the Form Designer 
helps to produce forms only.[3] Within MOBILE, interface elements to control the pres-
entation of video and sound signals are provided. A summary of the features between 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Information retrieval in MOBILE is flexible due to the methods provided for the 
extractions of relations among objects. One can see that from the case example in chapter 
5, the class of an instance can be extracted during the program execution. It allows more 
freedom for the users in accessing the information in the objectbase. 
6.2 Appraisal 
Objectbase is a new object management model for system modelling, software 
development and management. Object in the only entity in the objectbase. Regarding class 
objects as instances of a system metaclass allows the classes and instances to be managed 
in a unified fashion. 
The relations among classes and instances are valuable knowledge in the objectbase. 
This knowledge can be retrieved through the system class methods in the metaclass and the 
instance methods in the root class. In addition, an Object Query Language is provided to 
directly access to these knowledge by textual dialog. 
The message net construction suggests a new method in application development It 
supports general computing and scientific computing as well as database applications. It 
employs a graphical programming approach so that novice users can program easily. Due 
to its layered approach, large applications can be built with smaller applications. This 
increases the reusability of developed applications and reduces the efforts in programming. 
A message net supports distributed computing and concurrent programming. Indi-
vidual processes can be executed on different machines and executed simultaneously and 
the distributing is transparent to the end users. 
As an implementation of the objectbase concept, MOBILE provides different modules 
for the modelling of data software, and knowledge through different objects. Inheritance 
and aggregation relations are created along with different models in a schema. Attributes 
are defined in each model by the users. It represents a collection of similar instances with 
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the same properties. Instances are instantiated according to the model defined. Instances 
can include other instances, while instantiation or editing, according to the aggregation 
relations defined in the model. 
Classes and instances relations are maintained by MOBILE. Extraction methods are 
provided to allow users to retrieve such relations among the different objects. The Query 
Processor tool allows the ad hoc information retrieval from the object store. 
Other properties of object-oriented systems are also implemented. Inheritance, 
aggregation, and polymophism are supported by MOBILE. Users can apply these properties 
in all different modules: class definition, instance editing, and application development. 
6.3 Further Development 
Objectbase is a very large research and development project. MOBILE has just 
implemented a small part of the objectbase. A lot of efforts can be put into MOBILE to 
increase its power. First of all, the system types can be extend to other multimedia elements 
such as images, large text, etc. The different elements can increase the application areas of 
MOBILE. 
Secondly, the knowledge extraction can be more powerful if an inference engine is 
attached to the query processor. With rules defined as message nets inference power can 
be added so that expert systems, knowledge based systems, and other database application 
can be developed with MOBILE in a layered fashion. 
One added feature is that a special piece of hardware running an application can be 
treated as an object and becomes transparent to application developers and users. Having 
said so, it is a separate research topic and requires a large effort to realize it. 
There are other research issues such as how objects can be stored and retrieved effi-
ciently. One possible suggestion is to use some existing DBMS to manage the objects. 
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Another important issue is how non-00 applications and databases can be encapsulated as 
objects for use or interfaced to the objectbase. Multiple inheritance and property overriding 
are also important in large scale schema models. 
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Appendix I List of operations for primitive data 
Operations (methods) Primitive Data types (classes) 
Addition real / integer 
minus real / integer 
Multiplication real / integer 
Division real / integer 
Greater real / integer 
Less real / integer 
Notgreater real / integer 
Notless real / integer 
Equal real / integer / string 






Appendix II Objects in the objectbase 
Object Basic element in objectbase. 
Class An object which models a collection of instances, also regarded as an 
instance of the metaclass. 
Instance An object encapsulating data, knowledge, or software according to the model 
defined in a class. 
Metaclass An abstract object in objectbase and regarded as the class of all classes in 
objectbase. 
Type A system defined primitive class, basic data types in other systems, such as 
integer, string, etc. 
Value An instance of type. 
Model A user defined class in objectbase. 
data An instance of any model. 
Attribute A type or a model for defining a model. 
Class method action description of the metaclass and is taken by the classes. 
Instance method action decription of a particular class and is taken by the instances of the 
class. 
Knowledge The relations among objects. For example, class A is superclass of class B. 
Application A message net. 
Message Net A class representing a solution to a particular task. 
Message man- A system defined class to control the execution of message nets, 
ager 
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Operation An instance of the message manager which collects the messages from other 
objects generals the messages accordingly and distributes the messages to 
the appropriate objects to starts actions. 
Input Port An instance encapsulated in each object which receives messages. 
Initialization An input port of a temporary object which will be initialized during 
port execution of a message net. 
Output Port An instance encapsulated in an object which transmits messages to other 
objects. 
Input Control An input port which controls the actions of an object. 
Message A trigger to an object which starts an actions by executing the appropriate 
method if the message is recognised. 
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Appendix III Class methods and System provided instance methods 
I methods objects Description expected output 
I (reference to) 
I iterate list iterates a list and returns elements in an object 
I the list one at a time. 
I duplicate object duplicates the reference of the object several references of 
I the same object 
I new class creates a new instance of the class an instance 
I objects class returns all instances of the class. list of instances 
I ^objects class returns all instances of the class and list of instances 
I that of its subclasses. 
I subcls class finds all subclasses of the class. list of classes 
I supercls class finds all superclasses of the class. list of classes 
I is_subcls of class finds out if class is a subclass of boolean value 
I another class. 
I is supercls of class finds out if class is a superclass of boolean value 
I another class. 
I exist class finds out if a named attribute exists in boolean value 
I the class. 
lis class finds out if the class is the same as boolean value 
I another class. 
I nth attr class finds out the nth attribute in the class, attribute 
H 
I type attribute finds out the type of the attribute type or model 
I (class) 
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class instance returns the class of the instance. class 
is—in instance finds out if the instance is a member of boolean value 
a class. 
get_value instance returns the attribute value of the value or instance 
instance. 
set_value instance sets the attribute value of the instance, nil 
delete instance self destruction of the instance nil 
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Appendix IV Schema definition language 
<scheraa_defn> ::= NEW CLASS ID SEMICOLON <fieldjst> SEMICOLON 
parentJst> DOT 
NEW CLASS ID SEMICOLON <field_lst> DOT 
I NEW CLASS ID SEMICOLON <parentjst> DOT 
I NEW CLASS ID DOT 
I ID ADD <field_lst> 
ID DELETE FIELDS COLON <id-list> 
I ID ADD parent lst> 
I ID DELETE parent J s t 
I ID MODIFY FIELDNAME ID ID 
I DELETE CLASS ID 
I ID NEW METHOD ID 
I ID MODIFY METHOD ID 
field lst> ::= FIELDS COLON fields 
<fields> : = <field_type> ID 
I <field_type> ID COMMA <fields> 
I CLASSHELD COLON ID ID 
I CLASSFIELD COLON ID ID COMMA <fields> 
<field_type> ::= INTEGER TYPE 




I TIME TYPE 
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I SOUND TYPE 
I VIDEO—TYPE 
I CLASSFIELD-TYPE 
parentJst> ::= PARENTS COLON <id_list> 
<idjist> = ID 
I ID COMMA <id_list> 
ID ::= STRING VAL 
» 
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Appendix V Flow controls with Message Nets 
A If-then-else control 






> NOT ® 
^IC 
Figure A. If-then-else control. 
B Switch control 
In figure B. value is compared with different values, if value equals to value 1 
operation A fires. If value equals to value!, operation B fires. If value equals to value3, 
operation C fires. 
r — r n r n 
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Dupllcaie ^^ / 
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Figure B. Switch control. 
C While control 
In figure C. condition cond is set to true initially and starts the operation A. As other 
while loop control does, one of the operations inside operation A may change the value of 




cond • iQ 
Figure C. While loop control. 
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Appendix VI Object Query Language 
<query> = { value query } 
{ class query> } 
I { object query } 
I { type query> } 
I { name query } 
<value_query> ::= <value object expr> 
I <value class expr> 
class query = class object expr> 
I class class expr> 
I type query 
object query := object object expr> 
I object class expr> 
I value query> 
type query> ::= TYPE <attr_name> 
I class query type class expr> 
<name_query> ::= NTH.ATTR INUMBER 
I ALL-ATTR 
I class query <name class expr> 
<value object expr> ::= expression 
I IS IN <classname> 
I IS IN class query 
I <object_query> IS <object_query> 
I <object_query><value object expr> 
I object id> <value object—expr> 
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value class expr> expression 
I EXIST <attr name 
I EXIST name query 
I IS_A <classnarae> 
I IS_A class query 
I IS_SUB_CLS_OF <classnarae> 
I IS_SUPER_CLS_OF <classname> 
I IS_SUB_CLS_OF <class_query> 
I IS_SUPER_CLS_OF <class_query> 
I class query value class expr> 
I <classname> <value_class_expr> 
I <class_query> IS <class_query> 
1 <class_query> IS <classname> 
class object expr> ::= CLASS 
I object query> class object expr> 
I object id> <dass object expo 
class class expr> ::= SUB CLS logic expr> 
1 SUPER_CLS <logic_expr> 
I CONSISTOF <attr name 
I CONSISTOF <narae_query> 
I type query > CLASS 
I <class_query> <class_class_expr> 
I <classname> class class expr> 
object object_expr> ::= <logic_expr> 
I object query object object expr> 
I <objectJd> <object_object expr> 
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object class expr> ::= OBJECTS 
I OBJECTS <logic_expr> 
I * OBJECTS 
I * OBJECTS logic expr> 
I class query object class expr> 
I <classname> object class expr> 





<arith_expr> = <arith value> 
I value object expr> 
value class expr> 
I <unary_arith_oper> expression 
I expression <bin_arith_oper> expression 
I ( <arith expr>) 
<logic_expr> ::= <logic value 
I expression comparator expression 
<unary logic oper> <logic_expr> 
I <logic expr> <bin logic oper> logic expr> 
I TYPE comparator <attr type> 
<unary logic oper> ::= NOT 



















<naine> ::= <attr_name> 
I <classnarae> 
I <vamame> 
<attr name ::= STRING VAL 
STRING VAL. <attr name> 
<classname> ::= STRING.VAL 
I STRING VAL * 
<vamame> ::= STRING VAL 
<value> ::= <arith__value> 
I <logic value 
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<aiith value = INUMBER 
I RNUMBER 
STRING VAL 
I DATE VAL 
I TIME VAL 
MULTIMEDIA VAL 
logic value = TRUE 
I FALSE 








I CLASSTYPE : <classname> 
<objectJd> ::= STRING VAL 
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Appendix VII Data structures of slist and iterator 
typedef void* ent; 
class slink { 
friend class slist; 






slink(ent a, slink *p slink *n) { e=a; prev=p; next=n; } 
} 
class slist{ 





int insert (ent); 
int append (ent); 
ent remove (ent); 
ent get (void); 
void clear (void); 











slist iterator(slist &s); 
slist iterator(void); 
void start (void); 
void end (void); 
void newlist (slist &s); 
int insert (ent); 
ent next (void); 
ent prev (void); 
ent operatorO (int); 
ent operatorO (void); 
} 
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Appendix VIII Data structures of Attr_struct 
class Attr struct{ 
friend class root—attT-Struct class; 
friend class classlist; 
friend class schema_mgr; 





int instcount, size, fieldsize, cspa addr; 
int nofp, nofc, noff; 
short int flag; 
FILE *filedes; 
int X Y; 
int Selected; 
fieldlst *flst; 
parent list *parentlst; 
clsnode 1st *childlst; 




Attr_struct(char*, fieldlst*, FILE*, AppWindow*); 
Attr struct(char*); 
~Attr structO; 
virtual void save(FILE*); 






void AddParent(Parent_attr_struct *pParentV); 
void AddChild(Attr_struct *pChildV); 
parent list* GetParentList(void); 
clsnodejst* GetChildList(void); 
methodJst* GetMethodList(void); 
void GetSuperClasses(clsnode_lst* clsjst); 
void GetSubClasses(clsnode_lst* clsjst); 
clsnodejst* SuperClass(void); 
clsnodejst* SubClass(void); 
class ObjectList* GetSublnstances(void); 
int GetX(void); 
int GetY(void); 
void Draw(GView *View int RX, int RY); 
void add_child( Attr struct*); 
int delete child(char*); 
int add parent(Attr struct*); 
int deleteparentsfrom(idlst*); 
int delete parent(char*); 
void delete_grandparent(); 
Attr_struct* fmd_child{char*); 
Attr_struct* find parent(char*); 
int add_field(fieldlst*); 
int delete Jield(idlst*); 
void replace field(fieldlst:*); 
void modify__field(char*, char*); 
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void get_allfields(cls_fldjst*, int); 
c ls j ld 1st* get allfieldsO; 
Field* fmdjield(char*); 
void adjust_parent_offset(char*, int); 







void show childrenO; 




int LoadInstance(char* sname); 
int LinkInstance(root_attr_struct_class*) 
ObjectList* GetAggregationList(root_attr struct class* char*); 
} 
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Appendix IX Data structures ofValuEle, ValueList, and Objectlnstance 
typedef long int inst id; 
typedef short int logic; 
typedef struct { 
int max fields; 
long int no_ofJnst; 
inst_id next id; 
fieldtype field[MAX_FlELDS]; 
char clsname[MAX_FlELDS][80]; 
char name[MAX_FIELDS] [80] 
} Header; 
typedef struct { 
inst id id value; 
class Objectlnstance *obj; 
} Object val; 
class ValueEle { 
friend class ValueList; 
friend class Objectlnstance; 
private: 
char narae[80], type_narae[80], appear[80]; 
fieldtype type; 
union { 
int int value; 
Object val *obj_ptr; 
char string_value[80]; 
float real value; 
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logic logic value; 
class ValueList *list value; 
} 
public: 
ValueEle (char * char *type_name=NULL, fieldtype type); 
ValueEle (ValueEle *); 
-ValueEle (void); 
void SetAppear (void); 
int SetValue (int); 
int SetValue (inst id); 
int SetValue (Objectlnstance*); 
int SetValue (char *); 
int SetValue (float); 
int SetValue (logic lvalue); 
int SetValue (ValueList *); 
int Append Value (ValueEle *); 
int GetValue (int *); 
int GetValue (inst id*); 
int GetValue (Objectlnstance*); 
int GetValue (char **); 
int GetValue (float*); 
int GetValue (logic *lvalue); 
int GetValue (ValueList**); 
int Length (void); 
char *GetAppear (void); 
char *GetFieldNarae( void) 
char *GetTypeNarae(void); 
fieldtype GetType (void); 
inst id Getlnstid (void); 
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int Save (FILE *); 
int Load (FILE *); 
int CopyTo (ValueEle *); 
} 
class ValueList: public slist { 
friend class Objectlnstance; 
public: 
ValueList (fieldtype type); 
ValueList (void); 
ValueList (ValueList *); 
-ValueList(void); 
void insert (ValueEle *a); 
void append (ValueEle *a); 
ValueEle *get (void); 
int SetValue (char * int); 
int SetValue (char * instjd); 
int SetValue (char *, char *); 
int SetValue (char * float); 
int SetValue (char * logic); 
int SetValue (char * ValueList *); 
int GetValue (char * int *); 
int GetValue (char * inst_id *); 
int GetValue (char *, class Objectlnstance*); 
int GetValue (char char **); 
int GetValue (char *, float *); 
int GetValue (char * logic *); 
int GetValue (char * ValueList **); 
fieldtype GetType (char *); 
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int Save (FILE *); 
int Load (FILE *); 
int CopyTo (ValueList *); 
} 
class Objectlnstance { 
private: 
Attr struct *cls ptr; 
inst jd id; 
long int no—of ref; 
short int deleted; 
ValueList *inst values; 
public: 
ObjectInstance(Attr_struct* els, ValueList *values, int newobj); 
ObjectInstance(Attr struct* els int newobj); 
~ObjectInstance(void) 
void append(ValueEle *ele); 
int Load(FILE *fd); 
int Save(FILE *fd); 
int Length(void); 
inst jd GetlD(void); 
void GetValueList(ValueList* * vUst); 
int GetFieldValue(char* fname, int* intval); 
int GetFieldValue(char* fname, char** charval); 
int GetFieldValue(char* fname, float* floatval); 
int GetFieldValue(char* fname, logic* logicval); 
int GetFieldValue(char* fname, ValueList** listval); 
int GetFieldValue(char* fname, instjd* idval); 
int GetFieldValue(char* fname, Objectlnstance* instval); 
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1 b ‘ 
int not referred(void); 
void , inc_dependent(void) 
void dec_dependent( void) 
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